BLUEBANK KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS

Poa pratensis

DESCRIPTION

Bluebank is the latest super elite Kentucky bluegrass. Bluebank’s proven traffic tolerance, disease resistance, dark green color, medium fine-texture, uniformity, durability, and density earn it Super Elite status suitable for professional sports stadiums and tournament hosting golf courses. Bluebank thrives in cool-season and transition zones where Kentucky bluegrass is commonly used. When using Bluebank in super-competitive situations like over-seeding into existing stands and using mixtures that contain perennial ryegrass, Bluebank will establish well and tolerate wear resulting in more Kentucky bluegrass in the stand. Bluebank can also be a key ingredient in sod seed blends by adding superior performance and genetic diversity to high-profile venues.

APPLICATIONS

Athletic fields, sod production, sod seed, golf turf blends and mixtures

GEOGRAPHICAL ADAPTATION

Cool-season and transition zones where Kentucky bluegrass is used

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Super Elite status: compact type, dark color, medium-fine texture
Low mowing height
Superior wear tolerance
Improved resistance to summer patch, dollar sport, and red thread
Superior uniformity

PRODUCTION AREAS

Washington

SEEDING RATE (pounds/1,000 ft²) *

Overseeding: 1.5-3
New Seeding: 2-3

*local conditions vary and dictate rates